
About the Author:   

This mega-selling author and former attorney has a depth of experiences that makes her a 
compelling story-teller and author. Her debut legal thriller, The Green Line, was published by 
Thomas & Mercer in 2013, landing on several of Amazon’s best-selling lists in the U.S. and 
abroad. In 2015, Diskin wrote psychological thriller, Broken Grace, which quickly hit best-
selling status and garnered translation deals in Germany, South Korea, and Italy. With this latest 
story, Diskin has drawn upon her own life in the suburbs, creating another fast-paced, just-one-
more-chapter read, while diving into the inevitable secrets and lies of motherhood and marriage, 
even between the closest of friends. She’s been featured on Rick Kogan’s WGN radio program 
in Chicago twice, as well as the PBS New Years’ Mystery Marathon in 2015. She is most 
grateful to her dedicated and enthusiastic readers and welcomes every opportunity to meet and 
connect with them. She has been a featured speaker at more than thirty book clubs, both 
locally, and via Skype.  

. 

When Shea Walker, a sunny, easygoing mom, is found dead in a 
bathtub with a stomach full of booze and pills, the shocking discovery 
shatters the complacency of her comfortable suburban community. Kat 
Burrows, Shea’s longtime friend and neighbor, is hit hardest. How 
could a woman she thought she knew so well come to such a sordid 
end? What could lead happy, well-adjusted, responsible Shea to 
accidentally overdose, or worse, lead her to suicide? 
Compelled to uncover the truth of Shea’s final months, Kat delves 
beneath the orderly surface of her familiar world to discover a web of 
thwarted desire, shameful secrets, and shocking betrayal that suggests 
a scarier explanation for what happened to Shea. As her carefully 
constructed reality begins to crumble, Kat must question every 
reassuring assumption her life is built upon to solve the mystery…and 
summon the courage and resourcefulness to survive it.  
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“A brilliant examination of the shadows lurking in every relationship and 
what happens when you step into the darkness.”  
  Mindy Mejia, bestselling author of Everything You Want Me To Be 
 
“An irresistible whodunit…with polish and freshness that’ll keep hearts racing.” Bestthrillers.com 
 
“A fun mystery…that builds momentum as it moves along, achieving can’t-put-it-down, page-
turner status as it builds to a great climax…Pulse-pounding and intellectually engaging.”  
       Windy City Reviews 
 
“Mind-bending drama inside a page-turning thriller.”  
    West Suburban Living Magazine (Oct 2017) 
 
“Well-orchestrated …[and] at its best when it explores what lies beneath the surface of suburbia.”  
       Kirkus Reviews  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

For more, see www.ecdiskin.com or www.Facebook.com/ECDiskin 


